Previous measurements of the specific heat of V-doped Ti203 at low temperatures could be explained by a model which also suggested the material would have a high thermoelectric figure-of-merit. This paper describes the sample preparation, experimental apparatus, and the results of measurements on the thermal conductivity, thermoelectric power, and electrical resistivity of a single crystal Ti 2 0 3 -4% V sample. The results are used to derive the thermoelectric figure-of-merit between 5 and 300 K. The figure-of-merit is much smaller than expected and of little practical value because of the very high phonon thermal conductivity.
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18. Distribution Statement
Cryogenics; figure-of-merit; refrigera tion; resistivity; thermal conducUnclassified -Unlimited tivity; thermoelectric power; Ti203 SUBJECT Category -37 vanadium 19 Thermoelectric refrigeration of small devices has the advantage of extreme reliability which cannot be matched by any other refri gerat i on techni que. Thermoelectric coolers ha ve demonstrated a tHBF (mean time between failure) in excess of 300,000 hours which is equivalent to 35 years of continuous operation. For temperatures considerably below room temperature thermoelectric devices. achieve a coefficient of performance (COP) of only 1-2% but this 1011 efficiency is of little concern for cooling of small devices where the total pOller input may be only 50 W. Presently the lowest temperature achieved with a multiple stage thermoelectric cooler is about 134 K [1, 2J. Click and Marlow [3J reached 145 K in a similar refrigerator. In each stage the maximum temperature drop is given by [4J (1) where Th is the hot ter.1perature, Tc is the cold ter.1perature, and Z is the thermoelectric figure-ofmerit. For a single r.1aterial Z is given by
where a is the therrloelectric power, or Seebeck coefficient, k is the the~al conductivity, and p is the electrical resistivity. In an actual refrigerator the figure of r:1erit for a .junction of material 1 and 2 is
The largest values of ZI2 occur I'lllen al and a2 are large and of opposite sign. Thus in practical .
refrigerators the junctions are made \~ith an n-type material (negative a) and a p-type r:!ateria1 (posit i ve a). Figure 1 figure 1 . This is the highest reported Z value for a p-type nateria1 below 220 K. For n-type materials figure 1 shows that the low tenperature Z values are nuch higher. The data for undoped BiS5Sb15 and Bi92SbS are from the work of Vin and Ar.1ith [7] and is the highest reported Z value for any material. 
NEIl f1ATERIALS
The electronic part of the Seebeck coefficient is simply proportional to the electron no1ar entropy Sand is gi ven by a (S.6 x 10-
\~here R is the gas constant. For ideal electrons SIR = 2.9 at the Fermi temperature TF and it is linear in T somewhat below TF' The entropy can be determined from specific heat measure~ents through the relation
where C is the specific heat and T' is the temperature. Thus, a r:!ateria1 with a high electron or hole entropy would be a good candidate material if the carrier concentration is relatively high to give a 
. . . < n-type BI2Te3 Alloy
-- low resistivity. Pure metals have such high TF (,,6 x 10 4 K) that the electron entropy is very small be10H room temperature. Pure bismuth has a TF of about 5 K [4J, but the carrier concentration is only 3 x 10 17 cm-3 • Sjostrand and Keesom [9J measured the low temperature specific heat of vanadium doped titanium sesquioxide, Ti203, and found an anor.1a1ous1y large specific heat and entropy. They could explain t hei r data by us i ng an e1 ect ron gas r.1ode 1 Ilith a Ferr.1i temperature of about 5 K for the safTlp 1 e wi th 4% V doping. The carrier concentration is about 10 20 Cr.1-3 , ~lich is much higher than that of bismuth. These results then pror.1pted the proposal which led to this work. DUmas et a1. [10J, however, have suggested that the high specific heat is r.1ain1y due to a spin glass behavior of a r.1agnetic mor.1ent on the vanadiur.1 impurity. If that explanation is correct the figure-of-merit would not be high unless the carriers can interact with the spins in such a way to sar.1ple their entropy.
Previous measurements on the therr.1oe1ectric power of V-doped Ti203 by Shim et al. [llJ only extend dmln to about 55 K. For 4% V their results show a nearly constant value of about +50 lJV/K; for a 2% V sar.1p1e they find +100 lJV/K. The positive value indicates the r.1ateria1 is p-type. Resistivity measurements [12J on a different sample of Ti203 + 4% V203 give a value of about 5 x 10-4 n cm below 100 K. No neasurer.1ents of thermal conduct i vi ty ha ve been fTlade to date. Us i ng the Hi edemann-Franz 1 aw for the therr.la 1 conduct i vity woul d gi ve a fi gure-of -r.1erit 3
Ilhere the Lorenz ratio Lo = 2.114 x 10-8 V 2 /K2. For 0 = 100 I1V/K, ZT = 0.40. LOller V concentrations increases 0 significantly but the phonon contribution to the ther~al conductivity could dominate at 10H V concent rat ions and prevent any increase in Z.
A single crystal of Ti203 -4% V203 was received fror:l Prof. Keesor:l of Purdue University. This sar:lple lias not the sa~e as the one on l'lhich they neasured the specific heat. X-ray pictures were taken here to orient the sar:lple since there could be some orientational dependence in the figure-ofr:lerit. A diamond saIl lias used to cut the sar:lple to be measured. The Sar:lflle size lias about 1.5 r:lr.l x 2.0 mr:l X 10 r:lm wi th the long di mens i on along the a ax is of the crystal. The crystal type for Ti 203 is ° rhombehedral [13J lIith a = 5.433 A and ¢ = 56°34'.
3.
EXPERIt1ENTAL APPARATUS
The figure-of-r:lerit is deterr:lined from measurenents of 0, k, and p in eq (2). The best fi t lias obtai ned I~hen the curve was di vi ded into tliO pa rts : one pa rt below 20 K and the other part above 20 K. Usually four terr:lS were sufficient for a good fit.
lie used silver paint to attach the voltage and current leads to the sar:lple. The very sr:lall size of the sar:lple made it difficult to \lork with and the accuracy of the themor:leter and voltage tap spacing was probably no better than ±lO%.
The procedure for r:laking the 'r:leasurements Has to first fill the reservoir Ilith liquid heliur:l from the outside bath. With no heat applied to the sample heater, the resistances of the carbon and gerr:laniur:l themor.Jeters were measured using a cOr:lr:lercial AC potentior:leter. Next a sr:lall AC current was res i stor in seri es Iii th the sample to gi ve the current pa ssed through the sample. These read i ngs then gave the resistivity of the sample. The next step Has to apply a knOl/n current to the sample heater and record the thermometer readings to derive the temperature gradient in the sample. The thermal conductivity is then obtained from k=QL/A·,H,
Ilhere Q is the heat flo\l through the sanp 1 e, Lis the 1 ength betHeen the tliO themometers, and A is the cross-sectional area of the sample. Usually the fiT \las about 5-101, of the absolute tenperature.
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At the sar:1e tir.1e that the themor:1eters Here being read, the voltage betHeen the potential taps l'ias measured with a sensitive digital voltr:1eter to give the therr.1oelectric POHer of the sar:1ple according to the equation (13) The sar:1ple heater Has then turnerl off and power applied to the reservoir heater to bring it up to the next higher temperature. 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Figure 3 sholls the resistivity of the Ti203 -4% V sample as a function of temperature. The curve is about 30% lower than that published by Van Zandt and Eklund [12] , also for a Ti203 sar.1ple doped with 4% V. The shape of the two curves are very much the sar.1e. The difference between their curve and ours is most likely due to small differences in V doping. The uncertainty of our curve is about ±10%. Figure 4 ShOHS the thermoelectric power of the sar:1ple as a function of ter:1perature. For temperatures above about 100 K, a is independent of ter:1perature and equal to about 60 IlV/K. This value is consistent with the r:1easurer:1ents of Shin et al. [llJ Ilho r:1easured Cl above 54 K for Ti203 doped with various ar:1Ounts of V. RelOlv about 50 K we find that Cl drops off nearly linearly with ter:1perature. The uncertainty in Cl is about ±10% except in the region between about 15 and 40 K where difficulty in r:1easuring a sr:1all ter:1perature gradient gave rise to considerable scatter in the data as seen in figure 4. The therr:1al conductivity was very high in this region, which made it difficult to r:1aintain a reasonable ter:1perature gradient.
The the mal conductivity of the sar:1ple is shol/n in figure 5. The peak observed around 25 K was quite surprising, since we thought that with 4% V doping phonon scattering would be sufficiently high to eliminate a high peak. Previous measurer:1ents on Ti02 (rutile) [I5J sholved that its peak in thermal conductivity was essentially elir.linateci just with a hydrogen reduction, as shown by the dashed curve in figure 5. Even the oxidized sar:1ples of Ti02 shOlled a lower intrinsic thernal conductivity than our sar:1ple of Ti203 -4% V for temperatures above about 50 K. Also shown in figure 5 is the themal conductivity of p-type Ri2Te3 [5J. Uncertainty of the themal conductivity is about ±10r" except near the peak Ilhere the imprecision is about ±20% because of the difficulty in maintaining a sufficiently large ~T with adequate ter:1perature control.
The thermoelectric figure-of-merit for the Ti203 -4% V sar:1ple was calculated fror:1 the p, k, and Cl curves by using eq (2). This figure-of-merit is shOlm as a function of ter:1perature in figure 6 .
• c: Fror.1 the work of Shin et al. [llJ, we know that lOller V doping gives a higher a. For V concentrations in the range of about 1-5%, it appears that a is inversely proportional to the V concentration. Thus, according to eq (5) we would expect the figure-of-merit to increase inversely Hith the square of the V concentration. Figure 6 shows the expected Z for a sar.1ple Hith 2'(, V doping and with the phonon contribution to the thermal conductivity neglected. The behavior of this curve below 50 K is someHhat uncertai n si nce we do not know the concentration dependence of a bel 011 50 K. \Ie did not r.1easure a belo\'1 50 K for a 2% V sample since we did not expect that the actual Z would change much.
For lower V concentrations, p Hould increase rapidly, but because the the mal conductivity is dominated by phonon conductivity, it would also increase somewhat instead of decrease.
We see fror.l the curves of figure 6 that a Ti203 -2% V sample could have a nuch larger figure-off'lerit than p-type Bi2Te3 below 200 K if SOr.1e neans of greatly decreasing the phonon conductivity could be found that does not affect the carrier conductivity. ~Je had hoped that even 2% V ~/Ould have been sufficient to greatly reduce the phonon contribution, but for some reason V is not a very effective phonon scatterer in Ti203. Since it is known that transverse r:1agnetic fields can enhance the figure-of-r:1erit in some r:1ateri-als [7J, meaSUrer:1ents of p, ex, and k were made at 77 K in a transverse field of 1.2 T. There was no detectable change in any of these quantities with the field applied.
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CONCLUSIONS
l~e conclude that contrary to initial expectations, based on the high specific heat, the thermoelectric figure-of-~erit of V doped Ti203 is not sufficiently high to be of any practical value. Even for the opti~un V concentration we do not expect the figure-of-~erit to be as high as p-type Bi2Te3.
The figure-of-~erit for V doped Ti203 could be greatly enhanced, and even exceed that of p-type Bi2Te3, if Some means could be found to greatly reduce the high phonon thermal conductivity 11ithout decreasing the carrier conductivity. 10
